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Abstract,
The  P`irpose  of  the  Study
The  purpose.  of  the  follow-up  stud.y  wa.s  to  survey  the  graduates  of
Catawba  Valley  TechnicaLI  Institut,e  wit,h  the  primary  objective  being  to
assemble  infc`rmation  useful  in  institutional  evaluation.
Procedures
Data  were  secured  by  mailed  a.uestionnaires  to  308  gradua.tes  of  12
curricula  in  the  vocat,ional  and  technics.i  divi.sions.     Two  surveys  were
used  in  an  attempt  to  gain  valid  data.    The  first  survey  was  conduct,ed  in
\
May,   1966,   and  included  all  per.sons  that  had  gI.aduat,ed  from  the  12  clJ.r-
ricula  since  the   school  opened  in  1960.     The  second  survey  iwras   conducted
in  Janua.r}r,   1968,   using  g.raduates  who  had  returnef`  the  questionna`ire  on
the  first  survey.    A  67  per  cent  rate  of  return  was  received  on  the
second  survey.
Summary
Eighty-one  per  cent  of  the  employed  vocational  division  graduates
responding  to  the  first  survey  wel.e  working  at  jobs  related  to  tb.e  training
received..    All  of  the  employed  technical  division  graduates  responding  to
the  first  survey  were  working  a.I  jobs  related  to  the  t,raining  received.
On  the  second  survey,   90  per  cent  of  the  employed  vocational  and  9h
per  cent  of  the  technical  division  graduates  were  working  at  jobs  related
to  the  training  received.
Eighty-seven  per  cent  of  the  employed  graduates  were  lc>cated  wit,hin
30  miles  of  the  institution  wit,h  60  per`  cent  residing  in  Catawba  County.
The  media.n  salary for  employed  graduates  participating  in  the  first
survey  occurred  within  the  $70-79  increment  on  t,he  questionna]._re  and  in
the  $100-119  increment  on  the  second  surve:,r.     On  both  surveys  the  median
salary  for  technical  division  graduates  was  one  increment  his.her  thar,  for
vocational  division  graduates,   or  appl`oximately  S].5  per  week  on  the  first
survey,   and  $20  per  week  on  the  second  survey.
P,atings  of  I..nstructional  rna+,erials  by  graduates  were  60  per  cent
excellent,   37  per  cent  fair,   one  per  cent  poor,   and  two  per  cent  o`it,-dated.
Laboratory  equipment,  was  rated  b:J  73  per  cert.t  as  exc`ellent,   23  per  c'ent  as,
fair,   tTAJo  per  cent  a,s  poor,   on3  per  cent  as  insufficient,   and  one  per  cent
as  out-dated.
Class  work  and  stud`y  assigrments  was  rated  about  right  by  87  per  cent,
too  heavy  by two  per  cent,  repetitious  by  one  per  cent,   and  too  easy  by  ten
per  cent.    Quality  of  instruction  was  rat,ed  excellent  by  72  per  cent,  mostly
`fair  by  25  per  cent,  and  occasionally  poor  by  three  per  cent.
Ninety-eight  per  cent  of  the  graduates  indicated  that  att,ending  the
school  had  "paid.  off''  f or  themo
Fifty  per  cent  Of  the  graduates  reported  that  they  had  received  ad-
ditional  training  or  study  since  graduation.
Data  from  the  study  were  recommended  to  the  faculty,  administration
•  and  Board  Of  Trustees  as  an  aid  to  institutional  evaluation.
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Chapter  1
Introduction
In  1959,  the  North  CarolinaL  General  Assembly  authorized  the  estab-
lishment  of  industrial  education  centers  for  the  purposes  of  providing
a,  better  trained  manpower  supply  for  the  state  (North  Carolina,  State
Board  of  Education,  Department  of  Conmunity  Colleges,1968).     The  cen-
ters  were  dedicated  to  extending  educational  opportunities  in  industry,
business,  and  agriculture  beyond  the  high  school.
Catawba.  County was  designated  as  one  of  the  locations  f or  an  in-
dustrial  education  center.     On  September  26,  1960,  the  Catawba.  County
Industrial  Education  Center  opened  its  doors  to  the  public.    Programs  of
study  available  a.t  Catawba  County  IndustriaLI  Center  included  vocat,ional
and  technical  curricula,  and  occupa.tional  up-grading  non-cr.edit  courses
for  employed  persons.    Its  stated  purpose  was  '1.   .   .  to  develop  the  skills,
knowledge,  abilities,  and  attitudes  of  each  student  for  entry  and  pro-
gress  within  an  occupational  field"  (Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute,
1966 ) .
In  an  effort  to  consolidate  the  state  supported  junior  colleges  and
the  industrial  educaLtlon  centers,  the  1963  North  Carolina  General  Assembly,
on  July  1,  1963,   established  a  Department  of  Community  Colleges  under  the
State  Board  of  Education  (North  Carolina  State  Boa.rd  of. Educa.tion,  Depart-
ment  Of  Coununity  Colleges,1968).     By  this  aLction,   all  of  the  statel8
two-year  post-high  school  educationa.1  needs--whether  academic,  technical,
or  vocationaLl--could .be  developed  under  one  administration.
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By  authorization  of  the  Department  of  Community  Colleges  and  the
North  Carolina  Board  of  Education,  the  name  a,nd  status  of  Catawha  County
Industl.ia.1  Educa.tion  Center  was  changed  to  Catawba.  Valley  Technical  In-
stitute  in  January,196h  (Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute,1966).     The
status  change  enabled  the  institution  to  grant Associate  in Applied  Science
degrees  to  graduates  of  technical  curricula.
Student  enrollment  in  the  vocationa.1  and  technical  divisions  has  in-
creased  rapidly  fran  75  students  during  the  first  quarter  of  operation  in
1960  to  731  students  during  the  fall  quarter  in  1967.    Curricula  offerings
also  increased  during  this  pe.riod  of  time,  particularly  in  the  field  of
business  education  where  accounting,  traffic  and  transportation,  and  sec-
retarial  science  were  added  (Cata.wba  Valley  Technical  Institute,  1968) .
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Statement  of  the  Problem
The  purpose  of  this  study was  to  survey  the  graduates  of  the  r,atawba,
Valley  Technical  Institute  with  the  primary  objective  being  t,a  provide
t,he  Board  of  Trustees,  Administration,  a.nd  Faculty with  information
useful  for  evaluation  purposes.
Secondary  objectives  included  the  collection  and  summariza.tion  of
graduate  data  regarding!
1.    Geographic  location
2.     Socio-economic  status
3.    Attitudes  towa.rd  instruction,  fa,cilities  and  instructional
policies
[i.    Suggestions  for  institutional  improvement
Significa.nco  of  the  Problem
An  educational  institution  is  somewha,t  like  a  business  or  industrial
institution.    Both,  if  they  are  to  be  respected  aLnd  supported  by  society,
specialize  in  yielding  a  finished  product  that  is  of  value  to  society.    As
the  industria.1  institution  evaluates  its  product  through  studies  of  usef ul-
ness  and  consumer  appeal,  so  the  educationa,1  institution  evaluates  its
program  through  various  follow-up  studies  of  its  graLduates  and  drop-outs.
Each  institution  seeks  bo  maximize  Off ectiveness  thl.ough  efficiency  and  a
meaningful  sense  of  direction.
The  follow-up  study  is  a  systemat,ic  pla,n  for  gathering  data  ".in  masse."
Information  about  outsta,ndingly  successful  graduates  and  those  who  are
A
''shiftless  wonders"  are  not  hard  to  obtain.    Too  frequently  little  or
nothing  is  knorm  about  the  large  numbers  of  gradua.tes  who  a,re  distin-
guished  neit,her  by  brillia.nt  success  nor  disma.i  failure  (Harris,196h).
Community  institutions  such  as  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute
depend  on  local  support  of  its  program.     The  f ollov-up  study  may  be  used
to  test  locaLl  acceptance  Of  gradua,tea  through  commensurate  positions  in
employTnent  and  civic  leadership.
Accrediting  agencies  often  require  follow-up  data.  of  graduates  and
drop-oubs.    If  an  institution  is  to  be  a,ccredited  or  maintain  its  accredi-
tation it  must  have  sufficient  data  on  file  to  illustrate  its  effectiveness
in  acconplishment  of  its  purposes.
Norman  Harris  (196b)  emphasizes  the  significance  of  follow-up  studies
in  the  community  institution  in  the  following  way:
Follow-up  studies,  if  the  results  aLre  disappointing,  will
act  as  a  spur  for  improvement.    If  the  results  are  satisfying
or  conpliment,ary,  the  studies  ca.n  add  status  to  the  program.
They will  encourage  students  to  remain  until  graduation.     Pub-
:::h::g::::rf:::a:h:r:::di:st::1|n::I:::::: f3T,,#y opinion
Data  gathered  from  graduates  may  be  used  as  evidence  f or  instructionaLl
and  curriculum  improvements  at  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute,   since   ;,
the  graduates  are  in  a  prime  position  to  reflect  strengths  and  weaknesses.
In  surma.ry,  a  follow-up  study  of  Catawba  Val].ey  Technical  Institute
gra,duates  should  assist  the  administration  and  the  board  of  t,rustees  in
future  planning  f or  the  total  institution,  in  that  the  data may  be  used  to
point  out  possible  strength8  and  weaknesses  in  curricula  Studied.
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Definitions  of  Terms  Used
Vocational  I)ivision
The  vocational  division  curricula were  interpreted  as  being  those
organized  programs  Of  instruction  aimed  at  preparing  persons  for  employ-
ment  in  industry  or  in  the  service  occupations  at  the  skilled  and  semi-
skilled  levels.
Curricula  in  this  category  included  automotive  mechanics,  electrical
installation  and  maintenance,  machine  shop,  upholstery  cutting  and  sewing,
and  upholstery.
Technical  Division
The  technical  division  curricula were  interpreted  as  being  those  or-
ganized  programs  of  instruction  yielding  upon  satisfactol.y  completion  the
Associate  in  Applied  Science  Degree  and  designed  to  meet  the  increasing
demands  by industry for  high  level  industrial  skills.    The  graduate,  or.
technician,  is  a  person whose  chief  interests  and  activities  lie  in  t,he
direction  of  testing,  developing,  and  applying  the  operation  of  equipmeut,
estimating,  and  sales.    T!he  technical  cul`riculum  is  similar  to  the  pro-
fessional  engineering  curriculum,  but  briefer  and  more  technical  in  content.
Curricula  in  this  category  included  agricultural  business,  architec-
tural  drafting,  mecha.nical  drafting,  furniture  drafting,  and  electl`onics.
GraduaLte
A  graduate  was  interpreted  as  being  a  person  who  had  completed  a  pre-
scribed  course  of  Study in  the  vocational  or  technical  division.
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An  item was  considered  significant  if  it  was  of  importance  to  more
the.n  50  per  cent  of  those  responding  to  the  specific  item.
Limitations  of  the  Stud
The  ba,sic  limitations  of  this  study  a.re  as  follows:
1.    Make  up  Of  the  Survey  Sample:     This  survey  of  individuals  in-
eluded  only  those  who  completed  a  curriculum  of  Catawha  Valley
Technical  Institute  before  July,  1966.    It  does  not  include
information  on  withdrawals  or  persons  conpleting  only  a  pop-
tion  of  the  curriculumo
Although  adequate  sample  sizes,  at  least  12  completed
questiormaires,  were  obta.ined  for  the  totals  of  the  voca-
tional  and  technical  divisions,  and  the  institution  as  a
whole,  insufficient  numbers  occurred  in  technica.1  curricula
totaLls  for  reliable  conclusions  to  be  drawn.
2.     Questionnaire:     Questions  h,  5,  a.nd  15  contained  on  the  ques-
tionnaire  were  subjective  in  nature  aLnd  required  surmarization
into  objective  categories  before  entry  on  the  punched  card.
The  I.espondent's  true  feeling  may  have  been  lost  in  this  sun-
marization.
Items  h,  5,  and  6  on  the  questionnaire  did  not  apply  to
graduates  of  the  upholstery,  upholstery  cutting  and  sewing,  aLnd
practical  nurse  curricula.    Thus,  a  high  number  of  ''No  Response"
totals  were  received  for  certain  items  in  these  curricula.
The  objective  question  pertaining  to  income  used  on  the
questionnaire  ha.d  as  the  highest  salary  bracket  ''over  Slho"
and  as  t,he  lowest  ''under  $50"  per  week.     Three  sa,1ary  bra,ckets
had  a  ra,nge  of  $10  a,nd  three  ha.d  a  range  of  $20.     These  facts
a.dded  to  the  d.ifficulty in presenting  a  true  picture  of  average
gala.ries.
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Chapter  2
Review  of  Literature
This  chapter  pertains  t,o  a,  review  of  literature  related  to vocational
and  technical  education  and  to  follow-up  studies  of  graLduaLtes  of  vocational
and  technica,1  educat,ion  programs.
A  search  of  printed  materials  f or  inf ormation  on  the  status  of  voca-
tional  and  technical  education  revealed  two  important  items  of  interest
(Fields,1962).
1.    Vocationa.1  and  technical  education  is  undergoing  changes  in
many  directions  simultaneously.     Some  of  these  changes  include:
(£)  better  adaptation  of  specific  curricula  to  occupationa.1  skill
requirements,   (I)  development  of  new  curricula  to  train  employees
for  new  occupations,   and  (£)  more  emphasis  on  the  developmeut  of
local  programs  to  satisfy  local  needs.
2.    Voca.tional  a,nd  t,echnical  education  is  gaining  a  place  in  the
post-secondary institution.    To  a  considerable--and  constantly
increasing--extent,  the  training  of  technicians  is  beeoning  a
college-level  undertaking  and `one  particularly appropriaLte  for
conpr'ehensive  community  colleges  and  technical  institutes.
While  the  stat,us  of  vocational  and  technical  education  is  changing,
so  is  t,he  terminology  used  to  describe  various  t,ypes  of  vocational  and
technical  educaLtion.     Harris  (196h),  in  discussing  broad  cdncepts  used  in
vocationa.i  and  technical  education,  defined  some  comonly  used  tens  in
comprehensive  junior  colleges :
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OCcupational education -  any  and  all  education  and  tl.aining  offered
by  junior  colleges  a.imed  at,  preparation  for  employment.
Semi- I`of essional  education -  education  lea,ding  to  the  associate
degree  and  designed  to  prepare  the  student  f or  employment  in
career  fields  recognized  as  nearly professional  in  status.
Technical  education  - emphasizes  work  in  the  field  of  science  and
mathematics,  and  frequently,  but  not  always,  is  related  to
industry  and  engineering.
Vocational  education  -  refers  to training  for  skilled  jobs.    It  has
been  more  commonly  associated  with  high  schools  and  trade  schools.
Only  recently  have  junior  colleges  begun  to  offer  vocationa,1
education.
Trade  and  industrial  education  -  aims  at preparing  persons  f or  em-
ployment  in  industry  or  in  the  service  occupations  at  the  skilled
and  semi-skilled  levels.
Although  the  scope  of  vocational  and  technical  education  appears  to
be  broadening,  the  pl.imary  objective--to  prepare  the  nation's  manpower--
remains  constant.
The  need  for  evaluation  of  all  aspects  of  vocational  and  technical
education  programs  also  remains  evident.    To  aid  in  evaluating  programs  of
technical  and  voca,tional  education,  the  f ollov-up  study  has  been  used  suc-
cessfully. \.   Such.data,  as  salary,  pronotion,  actual  demands  of  the  job  with
respect  to  training  received,  opinions  on  curriculum  content,  and  suggestions
f or  improving  certain  phases  of  the  program  rna.y be  gathered  fran  graduates
through  the  use  of  well  executed  follow-up  studies  (Harl`is,196L).
A  review  of  follow-up  studies  of  technical  and  vooationaLl  secondary
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and  post-Secondary  institutions  indicate  two  co]rmon  tendencies:
1.    A  high  percentaLge  of  the  graduates  of  vocational  and  technical
programs  receive  employment  in  occupa,tions  related  to  their
training.
2.    A  high  percentage  of  the  graLdua.tes  of  vocational  and  technical
programs  receive  employment  near  the  instittlt,ion  fran  which
they received  their  training.
Regarding  the  first  tendency,  the  American  Institute  f pr  Research
(Eninger,  1966)   conducted  a  follow-up  study  of  10,000  vocational  and  3,000
academic  graduates  of  high  schools  scattered  throughout  the  United  States.
Approximately 65  per  cent  of  the  gradua.tes  entered  jobs  related  to  their
training.    The  percentage  over  an  eleven  year  period  varied  with  fluctua-
tions  in  the  national  economy,  with  a  lower  percentage  resulting  in  periods
of  recessions.    Very little  mobility  occurred with  vocational  gI`aduates.
Less  thaLn  three  per  cent  moved  to  aLnother  city  to  obtain  their  first  job.
Eleven  yeaLrs  later  87  per  cent  still  resided  a,nd  worked  in  the  city where
they  aLt,tended  school.
A  survey  (Wisconsin  State  Board  of  Vocational,  Technical,  and  Adult
Education,  1967)  of  the  6,688  graduates  of  the  vocational  and  technical
schools  in Wisconsin  for  the  school  year  1965-66  revealed  that  only  7.9
per  cent  of  the  graduates  were  employed  in  occupaLtions  not  rela,ted  to  the
occupationaLl  program  they  had  completed.
Coo  (.1965)  reported  a'follov-up  study  where  91  per  cont  of  the  gra,dul.,
ate8  participated.    Eight,y-one  per  cent  of  the  graduates  avaLilable  for  work
upon  graduation  fran  three  area  vocaLtional-technical  schools  in  New  Jersey
went  to work  in  the  trade  or  occupation  for  which  they were  trained  or  into
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a  closely  related  occupation.    Eighty-six  per  cent  of  the  group  were  living
in  the  same  county  ten  years  a.fter  graduation.
College  transfer  gra.duntes  of  Orange  County  Community  College  in  CaLli-
fornia  (Fields,  1962)  enrolled  in  colleges  sea,ttered  over  the  United  States
while  73  per  cent  of  the  technical  and  vocational  graduates  obta,ined  jobs
in  their  home  community.    Fields  (1962)   recorded  a  similar  tendency  for
gr'aduates  of  Tyler  Community  College  in  Texas.
The  Greenville  Technical  Education  Center  (Greenville  Technica,i  Edu-
cation  Center,  1967)  in  Greenville,  South  Carolina  reported  that  approxi-
mately  70  per  cent  of  its  h6h  graduates  of  the  classes  of  196lt,  1965,  aLnd
1966  were  employed  in  the  Greenville  area  at  the  time  of  the  survey--April,
1967o
seventy-two  per  cent  of  the  521  graduates  of  vocational  and  technical
schools  in  Madison,  Wisconsin  were  employed  in  the  city  of  Ma,dison.     The
study  included  graduates  for  the  1965-66  school  year  (Madison  Vocational,
Technical,   and  Adult  Schools,1967).     The  study was  conducted  immediately
after  the  subjects  graduated.
Additional  findings,   but  with  less  frequency  of  occl.imence,  have  been
reported.    An  additional  finding  concerns  reports  of  wages  earned  by  grad-
uates  of  vocational  a,nd  technical  programs.
The  average  weekly  sta,rting  wages  for  the  Madison  (1967)   graLduates  des-
cribed  aLbove  varied  fran  $69.82  per  week  for  one-year  diplona  graduates,  and
$83.57  per  week  for twcryear  diplona.  gra.duaLtes, `to  Slo1.30  per  week  for  the
two-year  associate  degree  gradua,te.
A  study  (North  Carc>1ina  State  University,   Department  of  Econonics,   1966)
was  conducted  to  determine  the  value  of  technical  education  for  graduates  oi
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r]aston  Technical  Institute  in  Gastonia,   Nort,h  Carolina,  by  using  rna.tched
pairs  of  high  school  and  Ga§ton  Tech  graduates.    A  very  favorable  rate  of
monetary  return  f or  the  investment  made  by  the  Ga.ston  Tech  gra.dua.te ,fu-as
found,  relative  to  the  rates  yielded  by  other  selected  investments.    Avera.ge
starting  salaries  for  the  Ga,ston  Tech  gradua.tes  were  not  significantly higher
than  for  the  high  school  graduates.    Aft,er  four  years,  however,  the
technical  gradua,tes.  average  salaries  exceeded  those  of  t,he  high  school  grad-
uates  by  approximately  30  per  cent.
Sa,lary  increases  f or  graduates  of  Greenville  Technical  EducaLtion  Center
(Greenville  Technical  Education  Center,   1967)   averaged  Sl,783  per  year  when
compared  to  salaries  before  enrollment.
Although  most  voca.tional  and  technical  educat,ion  programs  are  con-
sidered  terminal  in  terms  of  aLdditional  education  required  f or  occupational
placement,,   some  graduates  continue  their  education  through  matriculation  to
other  programs  and  company  sponsored  courses.
Eninger  (1966)  reported  that,  of  the  10,000  high  school  vocational  gra.d-
uates  in  the  nation-wide  study,  15  per  cent  went  to  college,  and  h2  per  cent
received  some  training  in  adult-level  technical  schools  aLnd  company  courses.
.?unpe_r¥
Technological  adva,ncements  in  industry  coupled  with  demands  for  a  more
highly  skilled  work  force  have  brought  about  increased  emphasis  on  voca-
tional  and  technical  education  in  high  schools  and  post-Secondary  institu-
tions.
In  s\rmarizing  follow-up. studies  involving  graduates  of  vocational
and  technical  education  programs,   the  following  tendencies  were  found:,
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I.    Graduates  usually  seek  and  find  employment,  near  the  institution
from  which  they  were  trained;
2.    A  high  percentage  ctf  the  gra.duates  are  employed  in  occupations
related  to  the  training  received;  and
3.     Although  vocational  and  technical  education  has  become  more  com-
prehensive  in  nature,  both  secondary  and  post-secondary  insti-
tutions  report  successful  results  of  training  offered.
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Chapter  3
Ana.1ysis  of  Data
Introduction
Graduates  of  12  vocational  and  technical  curricula were  used  in  the
follow-up  study.    The  curricuila  listed  by  division  are  as  follows:
Vocationa.I  division
Automotive  mechanics
Electrical  installat,ion  and  maintenaLnce
Machine  shop
Practical  nurse
Upholstery  cutting  and  sewing.
upholstery
Technical  division
Agricultural  business
Architectural drafting
Business  administz`a.tion
Electronics
Furniture  drafting
Mechanical  drafting
I
All  of  the  vocational  curricula,  with  the  exception  of  upholster.y and
upholstery  cutting  and  sewing,  required  12  months  attendance  for  graduation.
Upholstery  required  nine  months  attendance  aLnd  uphol8t®ry  cutting  and  seithng
required  six months.    A  vocational  diplona was  given  gradna,tes  of  all  cur-
ricula  in the  vocational  division.
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All  curricula  in  the  technical  division required  loo  quartet.  credit
hours  earned,  usually  in  two  school  years.    An  Associate  in  Applied  Science
I)egree  was  given  graduates  of  all  technical  division  curricula.
Procedures
The  names  and  addresses  of  the  gradua.tes  of  the  vocational  and  tech-
nical  divisions  of  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute,  through  May,  1966,
were  obtained  from  student  records  in  the  student  personnel  office.
A  questionnaire   (Appendix  A) ,`  developed  b.y  the  North  Carolina  De-
paLI.tment  of  Community  Colleges,  was  selected  as  the  instrument  for
gathering  da,ta.    The  state  questiormaire  was  used  instead  of  a  locally
developed  f orm  since  it  was  being  used  in  a  state-wide  survey  of  graduates
in  all  member  institutions  of  the  Department  of  Cormunit,y  Colleges.    Al-
though  this  form was  not  entirely favored  by  the  researcher,  it  was  adopted
for  this  study  because  a  second  questionna,ire  may  have  reduced  the  response
percentage  of  the  questionna,ires  received  last  by  the  graduate.
The  quest,ionnaire  and  aL  .cover  letter  (Appendix  8)  from  the  Catawba
VaLlley  Technical  Institute  president,  were  mailed  to  each  graduate.    The
cover  letter  included  a  request  for  cooperation  in  the  survey  and  in-
struction  for  conpleting  and  retur.ming  the  questionnaire.
After  a  two-week  period  a  second  questionnaire,  cover  letter,  and  a
reminder  (Appendix  C)  were  mailed  to  each  graduate  who  had  not  returned
the  initial  questionnaire.
The  questionnaires  were  prepared  by  the  resea,rcher  and  mailed .to  the
Department  of  Conmunity  Colleges  for  use  in  the  state-wide  survey.    In
JanuaLry,  1967,  the  questionna.ires  were  returned  to  Catawba  Valley  Technical
Institute.
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A  coding  systen was  used  to  summarize  the  data.  on  each  questionnaLlre.
A  dat.a  processing  card  (Appendix  D) ,   using  the  codes,  was  punched  for  each
questionnaire  to facilitaLte  tabulation  of  the  data.
In  January,1968,  an  identical  questionnaire  and  a  letter  (Appendix E),
containing  a  set  of  instructions  and  a  messa,g®  from  the  Catawba  Valley
Technical  Institute  president  explaining  the  reason  f or  the  second  q.ues-
tionna.ire,  were  mailed  to  those  graduates  who  returned  the  first  question-
naire ,
Similar  procedures  were  used  with  the  second  questionnaires  as  with
the  first  except  the  second  quesbionnaLires  were  not  mailed  to  tbe  De-
partment  of  Colmnunity  Colleges.
Data  fran  each  survey were  tabulated  and  summarized.    A  comparison
of  the  summarized  daLta  for  the  two  surveys  was  made.     Conclusions  and
I.ecormendaLtions  were  made  baLsed  on  the  findings.
The  Instrument
I)ata  from  the  two  surveys  were  presented  separately for  the  question-
naire  categories  dealing  with  response  to  surveys,  relationship  of  employ-
ment  to  training  required,  geographical  location,  and  salaries.    No  appar-
ent  difference  in  responses  were  obta.ined  from  the  two  surveys  for  the
other  categories  of  data.    Therefore,  the  summaries  f or  these  categories
were  made  by  using data  from the  first  survey.
The  following  sequence  of  I`eporting  dataL  for  each  summary  was  used}
i.    Response  to  questionnaires  by  survey
2.    Employ7neut  Status  and  z`elatlonship  of  employ7nent  to  traLining
by  survey
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3.    Geographical  location  of  employed  grad`iates  by  survey
A.    Weekly  salaries  of  employed  graduates  by  survey
5.     Course  or  courses  within  the  curriculum most  useful  or
6.
helpful  on  the  job
Course  or  courses  trithin  the  curriculum  of  little  or  no value
to  gra.duabes  either  on  the  job  or  at  home
7.    Opinions  of  graduates  with  respect  to  the  proportion  r,f  the
curriculum  devoted  to  various  subject  areas
8.    Opinions  of  graduates  on  instructional materials,  laboratory
equipment,   class  work  and  study  assignments,  and  quality  Of
instruction
9.    Value  of  attending  the  school
10.    Willingness  of  graduate  to  recommend  the  school  to  friends
11.    Additional  training  or  study received  by the  graduate  after
graduation
12.    Suggestions  by  graduates  for  improving  the  school
sis  of  the Findin Curriculum
Vocational  Division
Antomotive  mechanics. In  the  first  survey,  h6  questionnaires  were
mailed  to  graLduates  of  the  automotive  mechanics  curriculum.     Thirty  re-
turned  the  questionna].res  f or  a  65  per  cent  return.    In  the  second  su,rvey,
of  the  30  mailed,  20  returned  the  que8tiorma.ires  f or  a  67  per  cent  return.
At  the  time  of  the  first  survey,  18  of  the  30  graduates  were  working
in  occupations  for  which  they  were  traLined.    Seven  mere  in military  ser-
vice,  and  five  were  working  at  jobs  unrelated  to  bra.ining.    Of  the  20
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returning  the  second  questionnaire,  12  were  working  in  occupations  for
which  they were  trained,  five  were  in  military  service,  two  were  working
in  occupations  unrelated  to  training,  and  one  was  a  full-time  student  in
college.
Geographically,  16  of  the  23  employed  graduates  included  in  the  first
survey  were  located  in  Catawba  County,  two  each  were  in  CaLldwell  and  Iredell
Counties,   and  one  each  was  in  Burke,   Alexander,   and  Lincoln  Counties.     On
the  second  survey,  nine  of  the  u  employed  graduates  were  in  Catawba  County,
two  each  in  Ca,ldwell  a.nd  Iredell  Counties,  and  one  in  Lincoln  County.
The  weekly  salaries  reported  by  employed  graduates  are  sunmar`ized  in
Ta,blo  1.    The  median  salary  occurred  in  the  $80-99  increment  on  the  first
survey  and  in  the  SIOO-119  increment  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries  ranged,
on  the  first  survey,  from  the  $50-59  increment  to  the  >$1ho  increment.    On
the  second  survey,  the  range  was  from  the  $70-79  increment  to  the  >Slho  in-
crement.
When  asked  what  courses  in  the  curriculum  were  most  useful  on  the  job
the  graduates  indicated  mostly  automotive  shop  praLcti¢e,  mathema.tics,   and
applied  physics.    Only  speed  reading  was  listed  more  than  two  times  as
being  of  little  or  no  value  either  on  the  job  or  at  home.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  by  the.responding  graduates
in  the  proportions  of  the  curriculum  devoted  to  mathematics,  English,
reading,  shop  practice,   science,  laboratory work,  and  social  studies.
Table  2  surnma,rize8  the  opinions  of  the  gradua.tea  with  respect  to  in-
structional  materials,  laboratory rna,teriaLls,  cia.ss  work  a,nd  study  assignments,
and  qua,lity of  instruction.
All  of  the  responding  graduates  indicated  that  attending  Ca.tawba  Valley
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Table  I
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  AutLcimotive  Mechanics
Graduates  by  Frequency  oj®.a  P.esponses
Increments                            First  survey                          Second  survey
4$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
Sloo-1|9
$120-1ho
}Slho
No  Response
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Technical  Institute  had  "paid  off"  f or  then  and  that  they were  willing  to
recommend  the  school  to  their  friends.
Sixt,y-seven  per  cent  of  the  responding  graduates  reported  some  type
of  further  training  after  graduation.    One  was  attending  college  full
time  while  the  others  listed  self-study  a,nd  company  sponsored  courses.. pre-
doninantly.
Two  suggestions  for  improving  the  school  were  offered  by  the  res-
ponding  graduates  of  the  automotive  mechanics  curriculum.     These  were  the
addition  of  welding  to  the  curriculum  and  the  expansion  of  the  automotive
laboratory facilities.
Electrical  installation  and  maintena.nco. On  the  first  survey,  15
questionnaires  were  mailed  to  graduates  of  the  electrical  installation
and  maintenance  curriculum.    Thirteen  returned  the  questionnaires  for  an
87  per  cent  return.    On  the  second  survey,  of  the  13  mailed,  eight  re-
turned  the  questionnaires  for  a  62  per  cent  return.
Ten  of  the  13  graduates  indicated  on  the  first  Survey  that  t,hey wel-e
working  in  occupations  for  which  they were  trained,  while  one  was  in  an
unrelated  occupation,   one  was  in  military  service,   and  one  was  unemployed.
On  the  second  survey,   seven  of  the  eight  returning  the  questionnaires  were
working  in  occupations  f or  which  they  were  trained  and  one  was  in  military
service,
The  geographical  location  of  the  employed  graduates  on  the  first  sur-
vey  included  five  in  Catawba  County,  f our  in  Burke  County,  and  one  each  in
Lincoln  and  Iredell  Counties.    On  the  second  survey  four  were  located  in
Catawba,  County  and  three  were  in  Burke  County.
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Table  2
Opinions  of  Automotive  Mechanics  Graduates
on  Instructional  Materials,  La.boratory  Equipment
Class  Work  and  Study  Assignments,   and  Quality.  of  Instruction
Item                                              Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Inst,ructional
Materials
Shop  and   La.b
Equipment
Daily  Class  Work
and  Assignments
Quality  of
Instl`uction
Excellent        Fair        Poor        I nsufficient
18                      12                 0                        0
Excellent       Fair        Poor        lnsuf ficient
30                      0                0                      0
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
0
MOstly
Excellent
21
0
Occasionally
poor
i
Out-da,ted
0
Out,-dated
0
Too  Easy
7
Usually
Pool.
0
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A  surmria,ry  of  the  weekly  salaries  f or  the  enployed  graduaLtes  is  con-
tained  in  Table  3.    The  median  salary  occurred  in  the  $80-99  increment  on
the  first  survey  and  in  the  $120-1ho  increment  on  the  second  Survey.    On
the  second  survey,   the  raLnge  was  fran  the  $80-99  increment  to  the  $120-
1ho  increment.
The  courses  within  t,he  curriculum  reported  to  be  the  most  helpful  or
useful  to  the  graduates  on  the  job  include  electrical  theory  and  shop
courses,  blueprint  reading,  and  mathematics.    Speed  reading  was  the  only
course  reported  with  litt,1e  or  no  value  to  the  graduate  on  the  job.    It
was  listed  by  four  graLduates.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  by  the  responding  graduates
in  the  proportions  of  the  curriculum  devoted  to  rna,thematics,  English,
reading,  shop  practice,  science,  laboratory work,  and  social  studies.
Table  4  depicts  the  opinions  of  employed  electrical  instaLllation  and
maintenance  graduates  on  instructional  rna,terials,  laboratory  equipment,
class  wol.k  and  study  assigrments,  and  quality  Of  instruction.
Twelve  of  the  13  gI.aduates  returning  the  questionnaires  on  the  first
survey  indica.ted  that  attending  the  school  had  "pal.d  off ."    All  reported
that  they were  willing  to  recomend the  school  to  their friends,  based
upon  job  success  aLnd  the  quality  of  the  program.
Nine  of  the  13  graduates  received  additional  training  or  Study  after
graduation,  five  through  company  sponsored  courses  and  f our  through  self -
study.
The  predoninant  suggestion  for  improving  the  school  was  to  lengthen
the  one-year  electrical  installation  and maintenance  curriculum  to' two
y'ears .
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Table  3
Weekly Salaries  Of  Employed  Electrical  Installation
and  Maintenance  Graduates  by Frequency  Of  Responses
Increments                             .First  survey                           Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
$100-119
$120-Ilo
)Slho
No  Response
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Table  h
Opinions  of  Electrical  Installation  and  Maintenance
Graduates  on  Instructional  Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,
Class  Work  and  St,udy  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                             Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Shop  and   Lab
Equiprent
I)ally  Class  Work
and  Assignments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent       Fair        Poor       Insufficient
Shoo
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insufficient
Shoo
Out~Dat,ed
0
Out-Dated
0
Too  Heavy        About  Right           Repetitious           Too  Easy
012
Mostly
Excellent
MOstly
Fair
6
0
Occasionally
Poor
0
Usually
Poor
0
ippaltLUL+cw.   ~ v_ __
Boone,  north  Carolilra 25
Ma.chime   shop. On  the  first  survey,  questionnaLires  were  mailed  to    15
gradua,tes  of  the  rna.chime  shop  curriculum.    Twelve  returned  the  question-
naLires  for  a  71  per  cent  return.     On  the  second  survey,   seven  of  the  12
mailed  were  returned  for  a  58  per  cent  return.
All  of  the  responding  graduates  on  both  surveys  indicated  that  they
were  working  in  occupations  for  which  they were  trained.
The  geographical  location  of  gra,duates  included  f or  the  first  survey!
f our  in  Catawba  County,  two  in  Iredell  County,   and  one  each  in  A.1exander,
Caldwell,   Burke,   Lincoln,  Watauga,   and  Buncombe  Counties.     On  the  second
survey,   two  were  in  Catawba  Couuty,  two  in  Iredell  County,  and  one  each  in
Alexander,   I.incoln,   and  Buncombe  Counties.
A  surimary  of  the  weekly  salaries  f or.  employed  gra.duates  is  contained
in  Table  5.     The  median  salary  occ`irred  in  the  $80-99  increment  on  t,he
first  survey  and  in  the  $100-119  incr.ement  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries
ranged,  on  the  first  survey,  fran  the  $60-69  increment  to  the  $120-1ho  in-
crement.    On  the  second  survey,  the  range  was  fran  the  $80-99  increment  to
the >$1ho  increment.
The  courses  within  the  curriculum  reported  to  be  the  most  helpf`il  or
useful  to  the  graduates  on  the  job  include  machine  shop  theory  and  practice,
mathematics,  and  blueprint  reading.     Two  gradua,tea  listed  physics  and  one
listed  business  management  as  courses  with  little  or  no  value  either  on  the
`  job  .  or  at,  home.    All  other  graduaLtes  agreed  thaLt  all  courses  were  helpf\il
in  some  way.
No  slgnificent  chaLnges  were  recommended  by  the r esponding  gI`aduates
in  the  proportions  of  the  cur'riculum  devoted  to  moth.ema.tics,  English,
reading,  shop  practlc®,  science,  laboratory work,  and  social  st`idie8.
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Table  5
Weekly  SaLlaries  of  Employed  Machine  Shop
Graduat,es  by  FI.equency  Of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                         Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
$100-119
S120-1ho
)SILO
No  Response
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Table  6  surma.rizes  the  c)pinions  of  the  graduaLtes  with  respect  to
inst|`uctional  mat,erials,  laboratory  equipment,  class  work  and  study  assign-
ments,  and  quality  of  instruction.
Eleven  of  the  12  graduates  returning  the  questionnaires  on  the  first
survey  indicated  tha.t  attending  the  school  had  "paid  off,"  a.nd  that  they
were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their  friends..    No  response  was
given  on  the  other  quest].onnaire  for  these  two  questions.
Eight  graduates  reported  additional  training  or  study  since  gradua-
tion;  three  by  self-study,  three  in  t,he  plant,  and  two  at  another  school.
Recommendations  for  improving  the  school  were:     (i)     the  addition  of
welding  to  t,he  machine  shop  curriculum,   (i)     more  emphasis  on  vocationa.1
programs  and  less  emphasis  on  bu:iness  programs,  and  (i)    the  selection  of
instructors  with  more  practical  experience  in  machine  shop  work.
Practica].  nurse. Twenty-three  questionnaires  were  mailed  during  the
first  survey to  gI.aduates  of  the  practical  nurse  curriculum.    Eighteen
returned  the  questionnaires  for  a  78  per  cent  return.    On  t,he  second  Sur-
vey,  nine  replies  were  received  from  the  18  mailed  for  a  50  per  cent
return,
Sixteen  of .the  18  graduates  repl{ying  to  the  first  s`rvey  indica,ted
that  they were  working  in  occupations  for  which  they  were  trained;  13  in
hospitals,  two  in  nursing  homes,  and  one  was  working  in  a  doctor's  office.
One  graduate  waLs  a  full-time  student  at  a  two-year  college,  working  part-
time  a§  a  practical  nurse.    One  graduate  reported work  unrelated  to  the
training  received.
On  the  second  survey,  the  reported  occupations  include  five  nursing
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Table  6
Opinions  of  Machine  Shop  Graduates  on  Instructional
Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,   Class  Work  and
Study  Assifrments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                              Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Shop  and  I,ab
Equipment
Daily  Class  Work
and  Assignmenb§
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insufficient
7500
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi cient
10 200
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
1
MOstly
Excellent
6
'0
Occasionally
Poor
0
Out-Dated
0
Out-Dated
0
Too  Easy
3
Usually
Poor
0
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in  hospitals,  two  as  privaLte  duty  nurses,  one  in  a  doctor'8  office,  and
one  in  aL  missionary  school.
The  geographical  location  of  the  nursing  programs  is  reflected  in
the  location  of  the  graduates.    Practical  nurse  programs  having  graduates
in  the  surveys  were  spon'sored  by  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute  in
Aver,y  and  Caldwell  Counties.    On  the  first  survey,  six  employed  graduates
were  located  in  Caldwell  County,  three  in  Mitchell  County,  three  in  Avery
County,  two  in  Ca,tawba  County,   a.nd  one  each  in  Burke  and  Wilkes  Counties.
Of  the  employed  graduates  replying  to  the  second  survey,  two  each  were  in
Cata.wba  and  Caldwell  Counties,  and  one  each  in  Mitchell  and  Wilkes  Counties,
one  in  Stuart,  Virginia,  and  one  in  Hudson,  Ohio.
A  summa.ry  of  weekly.  salaries  of  the  employed  graduates  is  contained
in  Table  7.     The  median  salary  occurred  in  the  $50-59  increment  on  the
first  survey  and  in  the  $70-79  increment  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries
ranged,  on  the  fit.st  survey,  from  the <$50  increment  to  the  $60-69  incre-
ment.    On  the  second  survey,   the  range  was  from  the  $50-59  increment  to  the
$100-119  increment.
Since  the  practical  nurse  curriculum wa,a  not  divided  into  specialized
courses  of  study,  questions  pertaining  to  an  evaluation  of  separate  courses
did  not  apply  to  the  graduates.
Table  8  shows  in  summa.ry  the  opinions  of  the  graduateswith  respect  to
instructional  materials,  laboratory  equipment,  claLss  work  and  study  assign-
ments,  and  quality  of  instruction.
All  graduaLtes  returning  the  questionnaires  indicated  that  a.ttendlng
the  school  ha.d  "paid  off,"   and  that,  based  upon  their  success  on  the  job
and  the  quality  of  the  program,  they  were  willing  to  recommend  the  school
to  their friends.
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Table  7
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  Practical  Nurse
Graduates  by  Frequency  Of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                         Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
Sloo-119
$120-uo
>$1ho
No  Response
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Ta,ble  8
Opinions  of  Practical  Nurse  Graduates  on  Instructional
Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,   Class  Work  and
Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                           Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Laboratory
Materials
Daily  Cia,ss  Work
and  Assignments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent       Fair       Poor       Insufficient
8                     10                0                       0
Excellent        Fair        Poor        In8uffi cient
3                     11,,               h                        0
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
0
MOstly
Excellent
10
0
0ccas5 onally
Poor
I
Out-Dated
0
Out-Dated
0
Too   EaLsy
i
Usua]-|y
Pool.
0
3?
Nine  of  the  18  gradua.tes  received  further  education  after  graduation,
eight  through  self-study  and  one  at  another  institution.
Suggestions  off ered  by  the  gI`aduates  for  improving  the  school  inL
eluded:     (i)  a  need  for  better  equipment  and  faLcilities,   (I)  more  medica,1
reference  books  in  the  library,  and  (i)  better  screening  of  prospective
students.
ipholstery. Sixty-two  questionna,ires  were  mailed  during  the  first
survey  to  graduates  of  the  upholster.y  curriculum.    Thirty-six  returned  the
questionnaires  for  a  58  per  cent  return.    On  the  second  survey,  16  replies
were  received  from  the  36  mailed  for  a  hh  per  cent  return.
Twenty-f our  of  the  36  graduates  replying  to  the  first  survey  indicated
thaLt  they were  working  in  occupations  I or  which  the,y were  trained,   ten
were  working  in  occupations  unrelated  to  their  training,  and  two  were  in
military  service.    The  findings  of  the  second  survey  showed  that,  of  the
16  replying,  13  were  working  in  occupations  for  which  they  were  trained,
two  in  unrelat,ed  occupations,  and  one  in military  service.
The  geographical  1oca.tion  of  employed  gI.aduates  returning  the  ques-
tionna.ires  during  the  fit.st  survey  included  25  in  Catawba  County,  five  in
Burke  County,   and  one  each  in  Alexander,  Iredell,   and  Watauga  Counties.
One  listed  residence  in  Tice,  Florida.    The  findings  of  the  second  Survey
;honed  ten  employed  graduates  located  in  CataLwba  County,  three  in  Burke
County,   one  in  Watauga  County,   aLnd  one  in  Tice,  Florida.
A  sumary  of  the  weekly  salaries  of  the  employed  graduates  is  con-
tained  in  Table  9.    The  median  salary  occured  in  the  $80-99  increment
on  the  first  survey  and  in  the  S120-lho  increment  on  the  second  survey.
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Table  9
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  Upholstery
Graduates  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                         Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
` $80-99
$100-119
$120-Ilo
%1['0
No  Response
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Salaries  ranged,  on  the  first  survey,  from  the  <$50  increment  to  the
>$1ho  increment.     On  the  second  survey,   the  range  was  fran  the  $80-99  in-
crement  to  the  >$1ho  incr.ement.
The  upholstery  curriculum  included  shop  instruction  and  skill  develop-
ment  practice  on  the  process  of  manufaLcturing  upholstered  furniture.     The
portion  of  the  questionnaire  devoted  to  the  evaluation  of  related  subjects
or  courses  did  not  apply  to  upholstery  graduates.
Table  10  summarizes  the  opinions  of  the  graduaLtes  with  respect  to  in-
structional  rna.terials,  shop  equipment,   class  work  and  study  assignliients,
and  quality  of  instruction.
With  the  exception  of  one  graduate,  all  of  those  responding  to  the
surveys  indicaLted  that  attending  the  school  haLd  "paid  off ."    All  of  the
respondents  indicated  thaLt  they  were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to
their friends.
Thirteen  of  the  36  gra.duates  received  additional  training  since  grad-
ua.tion;  eight  through  company  sponsored  courses,  three  through  self-study,
one  at  a.mother  institution,  and  one  at  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute.
Two  predoninant  recommendations  for  improving  the  upholstery  program
were  made  by  the  graduates:     (a)   More  emphasis  should  be  plaLced  on  using
materials  and  methods  found  in  industries  for  instructional  purposes.
(b)  More  spaLce  should  be  made  availa.ble  for  the  upholster.y  shop.
holster cutting  and  sewing.     One  hundred  and  one  questionnaires
were  mailed  during  the  first  survey  to  graduates  of  the  upholstery  cutting
and  sewing  curricuilum.     Sixty-seven  ret.urned `the  questionnaires  for  a,  66
per  cent  return.    On  the  second  survey,  38  replies  were  received  from  the
67  mailed  for  a  57  per  cent  return.
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Table  10
Opinions  of  Upholstery  Graduates  on  Instructional
Materials,   Shop  Equipment,   Class  Work  and  Study
Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                           Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Shop
Equipment
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insufficient        Out-Dated
18                     11                0                       0                                 0
Exc elle nt        F air        Poor        Insuffi ci e nt        Out -D'ated
2b                           9'`                0                           0                                     0
Too  Heavy         About  Right           Repetitious           Too  Easy
Class  Work
and  Assigrments                    0                             33                               0                               2
Mostly                   Mostly               Occasionally        Usua I.Iy
Exc ellent'                Fa.ir                          Poor                   Poor
Quality  of
Instruction 30                                 5                                 0                                 0
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Table  11  depict,s  the  employment  slat,us  of  the  gra.duates  replying
to  both  surveys.     The  geographicaLl  location  of  employed  praduates  re-
turning  t,he  questionnaires  during  the  first  survey  included  h3  in  Catawba     `
County,   eight  in  Caldwell  County,  five  in  Burke  County,  two  in  Alexander
County,   one  each  in  Lincoln  County,   Jamestown,   New  York  and  I,ogan,   Ohio.
On  the  second  survey  thel.e  were  25  tin  Catawba  County,  four  in  Burke  County,
one  each  in  Caldwell  County,   Lincoln  County,   and  Logan,   Ohio.
A  summary  of  the  weekly  salaries  of  the  employed  graduat,es  is  included
in  Table  12.    On  the  first  survey,  the  median  salary  occurred  within  the
$60-69  increment  and  within  the  $70-79  incl.ement  on  the  second  survey.
Sale.Pies  rant?ed,   on  the  first  survey,  from  the  <$50  increment  to  the  $100-
119  increment.     On  the  second  survey,  the  range  was  from  the  $50-59  incre-
ment  to  the  $120-lho    increment.
The  upholstery  cutt,ing  end  sewing  curriculum  included  only  shop  in-
struction  a.nd  skill.  development  practice  on  t,he  process  for  cutting  and
sewing  upholstery  fabric.     The  portion  of  the  questionnair.e  devoted  to  the
evaluation  of  related  subjects  or  courses  did  not,  apply  to  upholstery  cutL   `
ting  and  sewing  gra.duates.
Table  13  summarizes  the  opinions  of  the  graduates with  respect  to  in-
stiuctiona,1  materials,   shop  equipment,   class  work  and  study  assignments,
and  quality  of  instruction.
When  the  graduat,es  were  a.sked  if  the  school  had  "paid  off'!  f or  them,
61  indicated  positive  answers,  three  answered  negatively,  and  three  gave
no  response.
Twenty-two  of  the  67  graduates  received  additiona,i  training  since
graduation;   11  through  company  sponsored  courses,   five  throuf?h  Self-study,
two  ab  another  institution,  and  four  at  Ca,tawba.  Valley  Technical  Institute.
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Table  11
Employment  Status .of  Graduates  in  the  Upholstery
Cutting  and  Sewing  Curriculum  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Employment  Status                                   Fir.st  Survey      Second  Survey
Employment  Relat,ed  bo  Training
Employment
Unemployed
Military  Service
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Table  12
Weekly  Sala.ries  of  Employed  Upholstery  Cutting
and  Sewing  Graduates  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                         Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
$100~119
$120-1ho
)S14O
No  Response
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Table  13
Opinions  of  Upholstery  Cutting  and  Sewing  GraLduntes
on  InstructlonaLI  Materials,  Shop  Equipment,  Class  Work
and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                              Rating  by  FI`equency  of  Responses
Instl.uctional
Materials -
Shop
Equiprent
Class  Woik  and
A8si.gunent8
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent        FaLir        Poor        Insuffi ci ent        Out-Dab ed
31                       9                0                       0                                 2
Excel lent       Fair        Poor        Insuffi cient        Out-Dated
39                   15               0                     0                              i
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious           Too  Easy
I
MOstly
Excellent
55
0
Occasionally
Poor
0
A
Usually
Poor
0
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Suggestions  for  improving  the  school  included:     (i)  the  addition  of
more  space  f or  the  upholstery  cutting  aLnd  sewing  program,   (i)   the  division
of  the  cutting  and  Sewing  phases  of  the  curriculum  into  two  separate  cur-
ricula.,  and  (£)  better  communication  by  institution  personnel  with  employers
Of  potential  graduates.
Technical  Division
lgr_i__qu±t'\±r_a_i_J2±±±±P±ES.     Eight  questionnail`es  were  mailed  during  the
first  survey  to  graduates  of  the  agricultural  business  curriculum.    Seven
returned  the  questionnaires  f or  an  88  per  cent  return.
Of  the  seven  replying  to  the  f irst  survey,  f our`  were  working  in  oc-
cupations  related  to  the  training  received  and  three were  in  military
ser.vice.    On  t,he  second  srirvey,  two  were  working  in  occupations  related
to  t,he  training  received  and  four wel.e  in military  service.
The  geographica,1  locat,ion  of  employed  graduates  on  the  first  survey
included  one  each  in  Catawba.,   Caldwell,   Ga,stan,   and  Henderson  Counties.
Salaries  f or  employed  graduates  in  the  first  survey  included  one  with-
in  the  $70-79  increment,   and  three  within  the  $80-99  increment.     The  median
weekly  salary  occurl`ed  within  the  $80-99  increment  on  the  first  survey.    On
the  second  survey,  one  each  reported  weekly  gala,Ties  in  the  $100-119  ;nd
S120-1Lio  increment.
Courses  within  the  curriculum  reported  by  the  graduates  to  be  most
helpful  on  the  job  included  agricultura,1  science  subjects  predominantly.
No  courses  within  the  curriculum  were  listed  as  being  of  little  or .no
value  to  gradua.tee  on  the  job  or  ab  home.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  by  the  responding  graduates  in
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the  proportions  of  the  curriculum  devoted  to  mathematics,  English,  reading,
and  social  studies.    Two  changes  were  indicat,ed  by  a  sufficient  number  of
gradua,tea  to  be  of  significance.    These  were:     (i)  more  time  should  be
devoted  to  laboratory  work,  and  (b)   not  enough  Science  courses  were  in-
cluded  in  the  curriculum.
Ta.ble  lh  is  a  sunTiary  of  the  opinions  of  the  graduates  with  respect
to  instructional  materials,  shop  and  laboratory  equipment,  daily  class  work
end  study  assignments,  and  quality  of  instruction.
All  responding  graduates  indicated  that  attending  the  school  had
"paid  off"  for  them  and  that  they  were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to
their  friends.
Two  graduates  received  additionaLl  education  after  graduation;   one  at
another  institution;  and  one  in  a  company  sponsored  course.
Suggestions  made  for  improving  the  school  were:     (£)   that  more  em-
phasis  be  placed  on  agricultural  science  courses  aLnd  less  emphasis  on
business  courses  within  the  agricultural  business  curriculum,  and  (I)   con-
tinue  to  select  high  quality instructors.
Architectural   drafting. Ten  questionnaires  were  mailed  during  the
first  survey to  graduates  of  the  architectural  drafting  curriculum.    Eight
returned  the  questionnaires  f or  an  80  per  cent  return.    During  the  second
survey,  seven  replies  were  received  of  the  eight  mailed  for  an  88  per  cent
return,
Seven  of  the  eight  graduates  replying  to  the  first  survey were  working
as  architectural  draftsmen.    One  wa,s  in  military  service.    On  the  second
Survey,  with  seven  of  eight  replying,  three  listed  employment  as  architec-
tural  draftsmen,  three  indicated  military  service,  and  one  reported  employ.-
ment  unrelated  to  training  received.
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Table  lh
Opinions  of  Agricultural  Business  Graduates  on
Instructional  Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,  Daily
Class  Work  and  Study  Assigrments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Iten                                            Rating  by Frequency  of  Responses
Instructiona,i
Materials
I,aboratory
Equipment
I)ally  Class  Work
and   Assignments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent       Fair        Poor       Insuffi cient
h                          3                 .0                         0
Excellent       Fair        Poor       Insuffici ent
7000
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
05
Mostly                   Mos tly
Excellent               F air
52
0
Occasionally
Poor
0
Out-Dated
0
Out-Dated
0
.   Too  Easy
2
Us,1al-1y
Poor
0
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The  geographlcal  location  of  employed  graduates  f or  the  f irst  survey
included:     three  in  Catawba  County,   two  in  II`edell  County,   end  one  ea.ch  in
Lincoln,  Gaston,  and  Burke  Counties.     On  the  second  survey,   two  were  in
Catawba  County,   and  one  each  in  Burke  and  Gaston  Counties.
Table  15  contains  a  distribution  of  the  weekly  salal`ies  f or  employed
graduates.    The  median  sa.Iary  occurred  in  the  $70-79  increment  on  the  first
survey  and  in  the  $100-119  increment  on  the  second  survey.     SaLlaries,   on
the  first  survey,  ranged  fran  the  $50-59  increment  to  the  SIOO-119  incl`e-
ment.     On  the  second  survey,  the  range  was  from  the  Sloo-119  increment  to
the  $120-1ho  increment.
The  courses  within  the  curriculum  reported  to  be  the  most  helpf ul  or
useful  on  the  job  included  core  drafting  courses  and  physics.     The  only
course  listed  mol.e  than  one  time  a,s  being  of  little  or  no'value  to  the
graduates  was  economics.     It  was  listed  by  three  respondents.
No  significant  chaLnges  were  recommended  by  the  responding  graduates
in  the  proportion  of  the  curriculum  devoted  to  mathema,tics,  English,
reading,  social  studies,  laboratory work,  a.nd  science.
Table  16  surrima.rizes  the  opinions  of  the  graduates  with  respect  to
instructional  maLterials,  laboratory  equipment,  class  work  and  study  assign-
ments,  and  quality  of  instruction.
All  responding  graduates  indicated  that  at,i}ending  the  school  had  ''pald
off"  f or  then  and  that,  based  upon  their  success  and  the  quality  of  the
program,  they were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their  friends.
Five  gradua,tes  indicated  tha.t  they  had  ta,ken  additional  t,ra,ining  or
study  after  graduation;  two  through  Self-study,  two  at  CaLtawba  Valley
Technical  Institute,  and  one  through  company  sponsored  courses.
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Table  15
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  Architectural
Drafting  Graduates  by Frequency  of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                        Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
$100-119
$120-1ho
>$1ho
No  Response
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Table  16
Opinions  Of  Architectural  Drafting  Graduates  on
Instructional  Materials,  I.aboratory Equipment,  ClaLss
Work  and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                             Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Matel`ials
Laboratory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
Study  Assigrments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi ci ent        Out-Dated
3hloo
1
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insufficient        Out-Dated
71000
Too  Heavy        About  Right           Repetitious           Too  Easy
06
Mostly                   Mostly
Exc ellent               Fa,ir
33
1
Occasionally
Poor
2
1
Usual.1y
Poor
0
46
The  following  suggestions  were  made  by  the  graduates  f or  improving
the  school:     (a)  more  emphasis  should  be  placed  on  practical  than  on
theoretical  subjects,  (I)  expand  the  drafting  facilities,  and  (£)  strive
for  quality  in  choosing  teachers.
Business  a.dministration. The  first  class  of  business  administration
st,utients  had  not  completed  the  last  quarter  of  the  curriculum  at  the  time
of  the  first  survey.    Therefore,  data  gathered  fran  the  first  survey  could
not  be  considered  valid.    All  reported  data  are  a  result  of  the  second
Survey.
QuestionnaLil.es  were  mailed  to  11  graduates.     Seven  returned  the
questionnaires  f or  a  6h  pop  cent  return.
Three  of  the  seven  graduates  were  employed  in  occupations  for  which
they were  trained.    Four  were  in  military  service.    All  employed  graduates
were  located  in  Catawba  County.
Two  graduates  reported  weekly  salaries  in  the  $120-1ho  increment  while
one  reported  a  salary  of  more  than  $1ho.    The  median  salary  occur.red  in  the
$120-Ilo  increment.
Core  business  courses  were  listed  predominantly  as  being  the  most  help-
ful  or  useful  to  graduates  on  the  job.    No  courses  were  listed  as  halving
little  or  no  value  to  graduates  eit,her  on  the  job  or  at  home.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  in  the  proportions  of  the  cur-
riculum  devoted  to  mathemaLtics,  English,  reading,   social  studies,   science,
and  laboratory work.
Table  17  depicts  the  opinions  of  the  graduates  with  respect  to  in-
struct,ional  materials,  laboratory  equipment,  class  work  a,nd  study  assign-
ments,  and  quality  of  in6tructlon.
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All  of  the  respondents  indicated  tha,I  attending  the  school  had  ''paLid
off "  f or  them  and  thaLt  they were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their
friends .
Five  graduates  received  additional  training  since  graduation;  two  at
other  schools,  two  at  Catawba  Valley  TechnicaLI  Institute,  and  one  through
self-study.
No  suggestions  for  improving  the  school  were  made  by  the  graduates.
Electronics.    Six  electronics  graduates  were  mailed  questionnaires
during  the  first  survey.    Three  questionnaires  were  received  for  a  50  per
cent  return.    On  the  second  survey,  a  loo  per  cent  return  was  received
from  the  three  questionnaires  mailed.
On  the  first  survey,  two  graduates  indicated  that  they were  full-time
students  at  Catawba Valley  Technical  Institute  when  the  first  survey was
made.     The  other  graLdua,te  was  working  as  an  electl`onics  technician..   On
the  second  survey,  two  of  the  three  graduates  were  employed  as  electronics
technicians.     One  waLs  located  in  Ca.tawba  County  aLnd  one  in  Franklin  Park,
Illinois.    The  other  graduate  on  the  second  survey was  in military  service.
The  weekly  salary  of  the  employed  gra.dua.te  on  the  first  survey  was
within  the  $120-ILO  increment.     On  the  second  survey  one  indicated  SIOO-119
and  the  other  over  $1LO.
Technical  mathemaLtics,  physics,  and  c.ore  electronics  courses  were  in-
dicated  as  being  the  most  helpful  or  useful  to  graduates  on  the  job.    English
was  listed  by  two  gI`aduates  as  being  of  little  or  no  value  to  them  either    on
the  job  or  at  home.
All  responding  graduates  indicated  that  more  laboratory work  should  have
been  included  in  the  electronics  curriculum.     No  significant  changes  were
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Table  17
Opinions  of  Business  Administrat,ion  Graduates
on  Instructional  Materials,  Laboratory Equipment
Class  Work  and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruct,ion
Item                                             Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Mhterials
Labor.atory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
Assigrments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excelle nt       F air       Poor        Insuffi cient
hloo
Excellent   .    Fair        Poor       Insufficient
3100
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
14
Mos tly                   Mostly
Excell ent               Fai r
32
0
0cca.slonally
Poor
0
Out-Dated
0,
Out-Dated
1
Tod  Easy
0
Usually
Poor
0
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recommended  by  the  graduates  in  the  proportion  of  the  curriculum  devoted
to  mathematics,  English,  reading,   social  studies,   and  science.
Table  18  displays  the  opini.ons  of  the  gradua.tea  with  respect  to  in-
structional  materials,  laboratory  equipment,   class  work  and  study  a.ssign-
ments,  and  quality  of  instruction.
All  respondents  indicated  that  attending  the  school  had  "paid  off "  f or
them  and  that,  based  upon  their  success  and  the  quality  of  the  program,  they
were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their  friends.
All  responding  graduates  received  additional  tl`aining  after  graduation,
two  at  other  schools,   and  one  through  a  conpa,ny  sponsored  course.
Suggestions  made  by  the.  graduates  for  improving  the  school  were:
(i)  help  students  seoul.e  jobs,   (I)  lengthen  the  electronics  program fran
two  years  to  four  years,  and  (c)   the  school  needs  better  methods  of  sche-
duling  courses.
Furniture  drafting. Six  questionnaLires  were  mailed  to; gz`aduates  of
the  f urniture  drafting  curriculum during  the first  survey.    All  graduates
replied  f or  a  loo  per  cent  retuLrn.    During  the  second  survey,  four  replies
were  received  from  the  six  mailed  for  a  67  per  cent  return.
All  responding  graduaLtes  reported  employment  in  occupations  related
to  their  training  on  the  first  survey.    On  the  second  survey,  three  were
working  in  occupations  related  to  their  training  and  ohe  was  in  military
service.
The  geographical  locaLtion  of  employment  on  t,he  first  survey.  included:.
two  each  in  Burke  and  Iredell  Counties,   one  in  Caldwell  County,   aLnd  one  in
Salem,  Virginia.     On  the  second  survey.,   one  ea,ch  was  located  in  Burke  and
Iredell  Counties,  and  Salem,  Virginia.
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Table  18
Opinions  of  Electronics  Graduates  on  Instructional
Matel.ials,  Laboratory  Equipment,   Class  Work  and
Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Iten                                             Ra.ting  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Laboratory
Equipment
Excellent        Flair        Poor        Insufficient
0                     '0                0                       0
Excellent       Fair        Poor        Insufficient
200L
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
Class  Work  and
St,udy  Assignments                1                             2                                  0
Mostly                   Mo`stly               Oc casi onally
Excellent                 FaLir                          Poor
Quality  Of
Instruction 201
Out-Dated
0
Out-Dated
0
TOO  Easy
0
Usually
Poor
0
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Table  19  depicts  the  weekly  salaries  of  employed  graduates.     The
median  saLlary  occurred  in  the  $80-99  increment  on  the  first  survey  aLnd  in
the >Slho  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries,  on  the  first  survey,  ranged
fran  the  $60-69  increment  to  the  >$1ho  increment.    On  the  second  survey,
the  range  was  fran  the  $80-99  increment  to  the  >Slho  increment.
Core  drafting  courses  were  listed  predonina.ntly  aLs  being  the  most
helpful  or  useful  on  the  job.    Physics  wa,s  listed  by  three  respondents
as  being  of  little  or  no  value  to the  graduates  either  on  the  job  or  at
home ,
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  in  the  proportion  of  the
curriculum  devoted  to  mathematics,  English,  reading,   social  studies,
science,  and  labora.tory work.
Table  20  surmTiari8es  the  opinions  of  the  graduates  with  respect  to
instructionaLl  materials,  laboratory  equipment,   claLss  work  and  study
assignments,  and  quality  of  instr.uction.
All  graduates  returning  the  questionnaires  indicaLted  that  attending
the  school  bald  ''paid  off"  for  them  and  that,  based  upon  their  success  a.nd
the  quality  of  the  program,  they were  t`rilling  to  recommend  the  school  to
their friends.
Three  graduates  reported  additiona,i  training  or  study  since  gradua-
tion,  two  through  self-study  and  one  at  Catawba  Valley  Technical  Institute.
Two  suggestions  for  impl.oving  the  school  were  made  by  the  graduates:
(i)  instructors  should  participate  in more  research  with  industry,  and
(E)   the  English  courses  should  place  more  emphasis  on  preparing  graduates
for  proper  comunication8  with  other  people,  especially prospective  em-
ployers.
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Table  19
Weekly Salaries  of  Employed  Furniture  Drafting
GI`aduates  by  Frequency  Of  Responses
Increments                             First  survey                        Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
Sloo.119
S120-uO
>$1ho
No  Response
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T9ble  20
Opinions  of  Fur.niture  Drafting  Graduates  on
Instructional  Material s,  Labor.a.tory  Equipment
Class  Work  and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                             Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
mterials
Laboratory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
A8signments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excelle nt       Fair        Poor        In suffi ci ent        Out-Dated
2                       .b                  0                         0                                   0
Excellent        FaLir        Poor        I ns uffi cient        Out-Dated
h2000
Too  Heavy        About ' Right           RepetitiotLs           Too  Easy
06
Mostly                   Mostly
Excellent               Fair
33
0
Occasionally
Poor
0
0
Usually
Poor
0
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Mechanical  drafting.    Five  of  16  mechanical  drafting  graduates  re-
turning  queLstionnaires  f or  a  31  per  cent  r'eturn  on  the  f irst  survey.    During
the  second  survey,  four  questionnaires  were  returned  from  the  five  mailed
for  an  80  per  cent  return.
On  both  surveys  all  graduates  indicated  that  they were  working  as
mechaLnical  draftsmen.
The  geographical  location  of  graduaLtes  participating  in  the  first
survey  included  f our  in  Catawba  County  and  one  in  Moore  County.     On  the
second  survey  three  were  located  in  Catawba  County  and  one  in  Iredell
County.
Table  21  contains  aL  distribution  of  t,he  weekly  gala,ries  of  the  mec-
hanical  drafting  graduates  responding  to  the  two  surveys.    The  median
salal.y  occurred  in  the  $80-99  increment  on  the  first  survey  and  in  the
$120-lho  increment  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries,  on  the  first  survey,
ranged  fran  the  $60-69  increment  to  the  $120-140  increment.    On  the  second
survey,  the  range  was  fran  the  Sloo-119  increment  to  the  >$1ho  increment.
Core  draLfting  courses,  physics,   and  maLthematics  were  indicated  as
being  the  most  helpful  or  useful  to  the  graduaLtes  on  the  job.  '  No  courses
wore  listed  aLs  being  of  little  or  no value  to  the  graduate  either  on  the
Job  or  at  home.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  in  the  proportion  of  the  cur-
riculum  devoted  to  mathematics,  English,  reading,   social  studies,  science,
and  laboratory work.
Table  22  contains  a  summa,ry  of  the  graduates  with  respect  to  instruc-
tionaLl  materials,  laboratory  equipment,  class  work  and  study  assignments,
and  quality of  instruction.
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Table  21
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employ.ed  Mechanical
Drafting  Graduates  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Increments                              First  suLrvey                         Second  survey
<$50
$50.59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
S]-oo-119
$120-uo
>Suo
No  Response
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Table  22
Opinions  of  Mechanical  Drafting  Graduates  on
Instructional  Materials,  La.boratory Equipment,
cia,ss  Work  and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                             Rating  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Laboratory
Equipment
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi cient
hloo
Excellent       Falr       Poor       Insufficient
5obo
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious
Class  Work  and
Study Assigrments               0                            3
Mo s tly                  Mostly
Exc ell ent               Fair
Quality  of
Instruction 50
1
Occasionally
Poor,
0
Out-Dated
0
Out-Dated
0
Too  Easy
I
Usually
Poor.
0
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All  responding  gra.duat,es  indicated  that  attending  the  school  ha,d
"paid  off "  for  them  and  that,  based  upon  their  success  and  the  quality  of
the  program,  they  were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their  friends.
Two  suggestions  for  improving  the  school  were  made  by  the  graduates:
(a)  courses  in  electrical  and  electronic  theory  should  be  added  to  the
mechanical  drafting  curriculum,  and  (I)  more  electives .should  be  available
to  all  students.
Analysis  of  the  Findings  for  the  Divisions  and  Institution
Questionnaires  were  rna.iled  to  308  graduates  of  the  inst,itution  dun.ing
the  first  survey.    Two  hundred  and  five  questionnaires  were  returned  for  a
67  per  cerit  return.    On  the  second  survey  1?9  of  216  questionnaires  were
returned  for  a  60  per  cent  return.    Table  23  is  a  suLrmary  of  questionnaire
returns  for  the  curricula,  divisions,  and  institution.
The  vocational  division  returns  decreased  eleven  per  cent  from  the
`  first  survey  to  the  second  while  the  technical  division  returns  increased
by  15  per  cent  and  the  institution  totals  decreased  by  seven  per  cent.
The  employment  status  of  graduates  by  divisions  a.nd  f or  the  insti-
tution  on  both  s`]rveys  is  indicated  in  Table  2h.    Eighty-one  pel.  cent  of
the  employed vocational  division  graduates  responding  to  the  first  survey
were  working  at  jobs  relaLted  to  the  training  received.    On  the  second  sup-
vey,  90  per  cent were  working  at  Jobs  related  to  the  training  received.
All  Of  the  enployed  technical  division  gradua.tes  I`esponding  to  the
first  survey were working  at  jobs  related  to  the  traLining  received.    On
the  second  survey,  94  per  cent  were  wor'king  at  jobs  related  to  the  traLining
received.
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Table  23
(
Questionnaire  Returns  for  Curricula,  Divisions,  and  Institution
Curriculum
First  Survey                         Second  Survey
Mailed  Returned  %  Return    Mailed  Returned  %  Return
Automotive  MechaLnics
Electrical  Installation
a,nd  Nleintenance
Machine  Shop
iractical  Nursing
Upholstery
Upholstery 'Cutting
and  Sewing
h630
n5.              E3
15n2
2318
6236
101              67
65 3020
138
n2                    '7`
189
3616
6738
67
62
58"I
50
hLl
57
Total  f or  Voca,tional
Division 262            176                 67               176               98                   56
Agricultura.1  Business                8               7                88                  7               6
Architectural  Drafting          10              8              80                 8              7
Business  Administration        ------              11              7
Electronics                                     6               3               50                 3               3
Furniture  Dra.fting                    6              6            loo                6              h
Mechanical  Drafting                 16               5               31                 5               I
Total  f or  Technical
Division h6               29                 63                 ho               31 78
Total  for  Institution          308          205               67             216          129                 60
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Table  2h
Employment  Status  of  Graduates  of  Vocational  and  Technical
Divisions  and  the  Institution  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Employment  Status
First  Survey              Second  Survey
Voc.  Tech.  Inst.         Voc.     Tech.  Inst.
Div.  Div.                        .Div.     Div.
Employment  Related
to  Training
EmployTnent  Unrelated
to  Training
Unemployed
Military Service
128       23          151
30          0   -        30
8            2            -.10
10         h           lh
75          17          92
819
707
8          13          21
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Eighty-three  per  cent  of  the  totaLl  employed  graduaLtes, respondj.ng  to
the  first  survey were  working  at  jobs  related  to  the  training  received.
On  the  second  survey,   91  per  cent  were  working  at  jobs  related  to  the
training  received.
Employed  graduates  were  located  in  the  geographical  areas  shown  on
Table  25.
At  the  time  of  the  first  survey  61  per  cent  of  the  employed  voca-
tional  gI`aduates  were  working  in  CaLtawba  County.     On  the. second  survey
65  per  cent  were  located  in  Catawba  County.
Thirty-eight  per  cent  of  the  employed  technical  division  graduates
wel.e  working  in  Catawba  County  a.t  the  time  of  the  first  survey.    On  the
second  survey  50  per  cent  were  working  in  Catawba,  County.
Fifty-eight  per  cent  of  the  total  employed  graduates  responding  to
the  first  survey  were  working  in  Catawba  County.    At  the  time  of  the  Second
survey  62  per  cent  were  employed  in  Catawba  County.
Tables  26  through  28  surma,rize  weekly  sa,1aries  for  employed  graduates   .
of  the  vocational  and  technical  divisions  and  the  institutions  respec-
tively.
The  median  salary  f or  employed  vocational  division  graduates  occurred
within  the  $70-79  increment  on  the `f irst  survey  and  in  the  $100-119  incre-
ment  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries,   on  the  first  survey,  ranged  from  the
<$50  increment  to  the  >Slho  increment.     The `range  on  the 'second  survey  was
fran  the  $50-59  increment  to  the  >$140  increment.
T'he  mediaLn  Salary  for  employed  technical  division  graduaLtes  occurred
within  the  $80-99  increment  on  the  first  survey  and  in  the  $120-1ho  in-
6rement  on  the  second  survey.    Salaries,  on  the  first  sur`rey,  ranged  fran
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Ta,ble  25
Geographical  Locations  of  Employed  Graduates  of
Divisions  and  t,he  Institution  by  Frequency  of  Responses
First  survey                  Second  survey
Geographical
Location Voc.   Tech.   Inst.
Div,   Div®
Voc.     Tech.   In§t..
Div,     Div,
Catawba  County
Ca,1dwell  County
Burke  County
Iredell  County
Alexander  County
Lincoln  County
Wet,auga  County
Other
100         9         109
16          2            18
17           3           `  2o
7h11
•h0h
3|b
101
16         5            21
58         10         68
516
11            2          13
325
202
202
000
8513
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Table  26
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed Vocational  Division
Graduates  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Increment                              First  survey                        Second  survey
<$50
$50-59
S'6O-69
$70.79
$80-99
$1cO-119
$120-Ilo
}Slho
No  Response
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Table  27
.Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  Technical  Division
Graduates  by  Frequency  of  Responses
Increment                               First  survey                         Second  s\irvey
<$50
$50-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
$100-119
$120-|ho
)$1ho
No  Response
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Table  28
Weekly  Salaries  of  Employed  Institution
Graduates  by  Frequency  Of  Responses
Increment                              First  survey                        Second  survey
<$50
$30-59
$60-69
$70-79
$80-99
Sloo-119
$120-|ho
}Suo
No  Response
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the  $50-59  increment  to  t,he >$1ho  increment.    The  range  on  the  second
survey wa.s  from  the  $80-99  increment  to  the >$1ho  increment.
The  median  sa.1ary  for  employed  institution  graduates  occurred  within
the  $70-79  increment  f or  the  first  survey.  and  in  the  SIOO-119  increment
on  the  second  survey.    Sa,1aries,  on  the  first  survey,  ranged  from  the
<$50  increment  to  the  >Slho  increment.     The  range  on  the  second  survey
was  fl.om  the  $50-59  increlnent. to' the  >S140  increment.
Employed  graduates  o-f  each  division  indicated  thaLt  the  respective
core  curric\ilum  courses  were  the  most  helpful  or  useful  on  the  job.    No
courses  were  listed  a  sufficient  number  of  times  to  be  considered  of  little
or  no  value  to  a  siinificaLnt  number  of  gradua,tee  in  the  voca,tional  and
technical  divisions.
No  significant  changes  were  recommended  by  the  responding  graduates
of  any  of  the  cur.riculaL  as  to  the  proportions  of  their  respective  cur-
ricula  devoted  to  mathematics,  English,  reading,  shop  work,  and  social
studies ,
Curriculum  changes  of  significance  were  I`ecomrnended  by  graduates  of
the  agricultural  business  and  electronics  curricula.    Agricultural  business
graduates  indicated  that:     (i)  more  time  should  be  devoted  to  laboratory
work,  and  (E)   not  enough  science  courses  were  included  in  the  curriculum.
Electronics  graduates  recommended  that  more  time  be  devoted  to  laboratory
work®
Tables  29  through  31  depict  opinions  of  graduates,  by  divisions  and
the  institution  respectively,  on  instructional materials,  laboratory
equipment,  .class  work  and  study  assignments,  and  quality  Of  instruction.
All  responding  graduates  of  the  technical  division  indlcaLted  that
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Table  29
Opinions  of  Vocational  Division  Graduates  on
Instructional  Materials,  Iiaboratory  Eciuipment,  Class
Work  and  Study  Assigrments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                             Rating  by Frequency  of  Responses
Instl`uctional
Materials
Laboratory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
Assigrments
Qua.lily  Of
Instruction
Excellent       Fair        Poor        Insuffi ci ent        Out-I)ated
90                    51                0                       0                                h
Ex cellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi cient        Out-Dated
1|h                   hl               h                     0                            .1
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious          Too  Easy
21h2
Mos tly                   Mos tly
Exc ellent               Fair
128                              42
0
Occasionally
Poor
2
17
Usually
Poor
0
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Table  30
Opinions  o.f`  Technical  Division  GraduaLtes  on
Instructional  Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,  Class
Work  and  Study  Assignments,  and  Quality  of  Instruction
Item                                              Rating  by  Frequency  of. Responses
Instructional
Materials
Laboratory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
Assignments
Quality  of
Instruction
Exc ellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi ci ent        Out-Dated
17                     16                1                       0                                0
Excellent        Fchr        Poor        Insuffi ci ent        Out-Dated
28                      h               0                      1                               i
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious           Too  Easy
2
MOstly
Excellent
21
1
Occasionally
Poor
3
A
Usua,lly
Poor
0
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Ta.ble   31
Opinions  of  Institution  GraduaLtes  on  Instructional
Materials,  Laboratory  Equipment,  Class  Work  and
Study  Assignments,  and  QuaLlity  of  Instruction
Rating  by Frequency  of  Responses
Instructional
Materials
Laboratory
Equipment
Class  Work  and
Assigrments
Quality  of
Instruction
Excellent.      Fair        Poor        Ins utfi cient        Out-Dated
107                    67                1                       0                                h
Excellent        Fair        Poor        Insuffi cient        Out-Dat ed
lh2                     h5                h                       : 1                                 2
Too  Heavy        About  Right          Repetitious           Too  Easy
4
MOstly
Excellent
u9
i .  169
MOstly
Fair
52
121
0ccasi onally        Usually
Poor                   Poor
50
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attending  the  school  had  "paid  off "  for  them  and  that,  based  tipon  their
success  aLnd  the  quality  of  the  program,  they  were  willing  to  recommend
the  school  to  their  friends.    Four  graduates  of  the  vocational  division
indicated  that  attending  the  school  had  nob  "paid  off"  for  them.    All
gradua\tes  of  the  vocational  division  I.esponding  to  the  question  indicated
that  t,hey  were  willing  to  recommend  the  school  to  their  friends.
Eighty-one,  or  h6  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  of  the  vocational  division
received  additional  training  after  graduation;  36  though  company  sponsored
courses,  25  through  self-study,  10  at  other  educational  institutions,  and
10  at  Catawba  Valley  Technica.1  Institute.
Twenty-t,hree,  or  6h  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  of  t,he  technical  di-
vision  received  a,dditional  training  after  graduation;  nine  at  Catawba
Valley  Technical  Institute,  six at  other  institutions,  five  through  self-
study,  and  throe  through  company  sponsored  courses.
The  following  is  a  sumaLry  of  the  general  suggestions  for  improving
the  school  made  by  tbo  graLduates:
1.    More  emphasis should  be  placed  on  practical  than  on  theoretical
` subj ects
2.    Strive  fol'  quality.  in  choosing  tea.chel.a
3.    More  electives  should  be  available  to  all  students
h.    Help  graduates  secure  jobs
5.    The  school  needs  better  methods  of  scheduling  courses
6.    Instructors  should  participate  in  more  research  with  industry
7®     The  English  courses  should  emphasize  the  preparation  of  gia,duates
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for  proper  communications  with  other  people,  especially  pros-
pective  employers
8. -   More  emphasis  Should  be  placed  on  vocationaLl  programs  and  less
emphasis  on  business  prograLms
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Chapter  A
Summa,ry,   Conclusions,   and  Recommendations
Chapter  L  contains  aL  summa.ry  of  the  study,   the  conclusions  drawn
based  upon  the  findings,  and  recommendations  made  in  view  of  the  findings.
_Squ_p?_ny
The  follow-up  study  of  vocational  aLnd  technical  gz.aduate8  of  Catawba
Va.1ley  Technical  Institute  concerned  itself  with  surveying  the  graduates
of  12  curricula  in  the  vocational  and  technical  divisions  for  the  purpose
of  presenting  data  that  may  be  usef ul  in  evaluation  to  the  BoaLrd  of
Trustees,  Administration,  and  Faculty.
The  findings  Of  the  study  were  based  upon  imf ormation  received  fran
questionnaires  mailed  to  graLduates.
Two  surveys  were  used  in  the  study.    The  first  survey,   conducted  in
May,  1966,  involved  all  graduates  of  the  12  curricula.    The  second  survey
was  conducted  in  January,  1968,  and  included  an  identical  questionnaire
mailed  to  graduates  who  returned  the  first  questionnaire.
Each  graduaLte  was  askedl,,to  reply  to  questions  primarily  concerning
employment,  geographical  location  of  employment,  saLlary,  value  of  training
received,  willingness  to  recommend  school  to  friends,  additional  training
received  since  graduation,  and  suggestions  for  improving  the  school.    Grad-
uates  were  also  asked  to  evaluate  the  curricula,  instructionaLl  materials,
equipment,  facilities,  and  instruction.
On  the  first  survey  67  per  cent  of  the  gradua,tes  in  both  the  vocaL-
tional  and  t®chnica,1  divisions  roturn®d  t,he  quostionnalr®8.    A  considerably
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better  I'ate  of  return,  78  per  cent,  was  achieved  on  the  Second  survey  f or
graduates  of  the  technicaLl  divison  tha.n  for vocational  division  where  a
56  per  cent  occurred.    A  60  per  cent  return  for  aLll  graduates  on  the  second
survey  was  achieved.
At  the  time  of  the  first  sur'vey,   7h  per  cent  were  working  in  occupa-
tions  related  to  the  traLining  received,  1h  per  cent  in  occupations  un-
related  to  training,  five  per  cent  were  unemployed,  and  seven  per  cent
were  in  military  service.    Of  the  graduates  replying  to  the  second  survey,
72  per  cent  were  working  in  occupc?tions  related  to  training,  seven  per
cent  in  occupations  unrelated  to  training,  five  per  cent  were  unemployed,
aLnd  16  per  cent were  in  military  service.
Eighty-one  per  cent  of  the  employed  vocational  division  graduates
responding  to  the  first  survey were  working  at  jobs  related  to  the  training
received.    All  of  the  employed  technical  division  graduates  responding  to
the  first  survey were  working  at  jobs  relaLted  to  the  training  received.
On  the  second  survey,  90  per  cent  of  the  enployed  vocational  a.nd  9h
per  cent  of  the  technical  division  graduates  were  working  at  jobs  related
to  the  training  I.eceived.
Eighty-eight  per  cent  of  the  employed  graduates  were  located  in
cia.tawba  County  at  the  time  of  the  first  Survey.    Other  locations  included
ten  per  cent  each  in  Caldwell  and  Burke  Counties,  six  per  cent  in  Iredell
County,  two  per  cent  each  in  Lincoln  and  Alexander  Counties,   one  per  cent
in  Watauga  County,  and  11  per  cent  in  other  locations.    At  the  time  of  the
second  surve,y  62  per  cent  were  in  Ca,taLwba  County,   12  per  cent  in  Burke
County,  five  per  cent  each  in  CaLldwell  and  Iredell  Counties,  two  per  cent
each  in  I,incoln  and  Alexander  Counties,  and  12  per  cent  in  other  locations.
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A  tendency  was  found  for  a  higher  percentage  of  technical  than vocational
graduates  to  find  emplojment  out  of  Ca.tawbaL  County.
The  media,n  salary  I or  employed  graduates  participating  in  the  fil`st
survey  occurred  within  the  $70-79  increment  on  the  questionnaire  and  in
the  $100-119  incl.ement  on  the  second  survey.     On  both  surveys  the  median
salary  for  technica,1  division  graduates  was  one  increment  higher  tha.n  for
vocational  division  graduates,  or  approximately  S15  per  week  on  the  first
survey,  and  $20  per  week  on  the  second  s`irvey.
Courses  listed  by  graduates  of  both  divisions  as  being  the  most  help-
ful  or  useful  to  them  on  the  job  were  predoninant,1y  core  curriculum  courses.
No  significant  changes  in  the  proportions  of  the  curriculum  devoted
to  the  various  courses  were  I.ecormended  by  the  gra.dua.tes  of  ten  of  the  twelve
curricula®
Ratings  of  instructional  materiaLls  by  graduaLtes  wer.e  60  per  cent  ex-
cellent,  37  per  cent  fair,  one  per  cent  poor,  and  two  per  cent  out-dated.
Laboratory  equiprent  was  rated  by  73  per  cent  a.a  excellent,  23  per  cent  as
fair,  two  per  cent  as  poor,  one  per  cent  as  insufficient,  and  one  per  cent
as  out-da,ted.
Class  work  and  study  assignrrients  was  rated  about  right  by  87  per  cent,
too  bea.vy  by  two  per  cent,  I'epetltious  by  one  per  cent,  and  too  easy  by  ten
per  cent.    Quality  of  instruction was  rated  excellent  by 72  per  cent,  mostly
fair  by  25  per  cent,  aLnd  occasionally  poor  by  three  per  cent.
Ninety-eight  per  cent  Of  the  graduates  indicaLted  that  attending  the
school  had  "paid  off "  for  them.
Fifty per  cent  of  the  graduates  reported  that  they had  received  ad-
ditional  tl.aiming  or  study  since  graduation.
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Cclnclusions
Based  .upon  the  findings  of  this  study  the  f ollowing  conclusions  can
be  made:
1.    Graduates  of  the  vocat,ional  and  technical  divisions  of  Catawba
Valley  Technical  Institute  tend  to  obta.in  employment  in  occupa-
Lions  for  which  they  are  trained.
2.    Graduates  of  the  vocational  and  technical  divisions  of  Cabawba
Valley  Technical  Institute  find  employment  near.  the  institution.
The  curricula  having  gradua,tes  in  this  study  are  sufficiently
organized  a.nd  balanced  to  enable  gra.duate6  to  have  pI`oper  job
satisfaction®
Equipment  and  facilities  were  adequate  to  properly  prepare
graduates  f or  employment  in  occupa,tions  f or  which  they were
trained.
5.    Graduates  of  the  curricula  in  the  study felt  thaLt  attending  the
school  was  worthwhile.
6.    Average  salaries  paid  to  graduates  of  the  technical  division  are
somewhat  higher  than  average  salaries  paid  to  era.duates  of  the
vocational  division.
The  quaLlity  of  instruction  was  reported  to  be  very  f?ood  in  all
curricula  8tudied®,
Recommendations
The  I ollowing  general  recommendations  are  offered  in  view  of  the
findings  presented  in  this  studys
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1.    Since  Ca.tavba Valley  Technical  Institute  is  a  publicly  supported
institution,  the  public  should  be  made  aware  of  the  findir`gs  of
this  study.    School  counselors  and  others  concerned  with  voca-
tional  and  ed.ucaLtiona,1  counseling  should  be  provided  a  s\rmnary
of  the  study.
2.    A  continuous  follow-up  program  should  be  made  a  function  of  the
Student  Personnel  Services  division  of  Catawba  Valley  Technical
Institute.    Da.ta  on  graduates  should  be  secured  from  employers
as  well  as  graduates  for  conparison.
The  Board  of  Trustees,  Administration,  and  Faculty  should
evaluate  the  suggestions  maLde  by  graduates  f or  improving  the
school  and  the  curicula.
A  study  should  be  made  by  an  agency,   independent  of  Ca.ta,wbaL
Valley Technical  Institute,  to  determine  the  effect,  if  any,
that  the  institution  ha,a  made  in  helping  to  prepare  a  properly
trained  work  force  in  the  Catawba  Valley  area.
The  following  specific  iecormendations  are  offered  in view  of  the
findings  presented  in  this  study!
I.    A  study  should  be  made  t,o  compare  the  gradua.tes  of  the  voca-
tionaLl  division  curricula with  persons  trained  by apprenticeship
and  other  types  of  on-the-job  training  programs.    The  conpaLrison
should  be  made  in  terms  of  (a.)  aLdequacy  of  training  for  irinediate
occupa.tion  as  well  as  for  prepal-ation  for  advancement,   (I)  salary
differences,  aLnd  (£)  enployer  aLnd  exployee  evaluation  of  the
respective  training  programs.
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2.    A  sepa.rate  comprehensive  follow-up  study  on  graduates  of  each
curl`iculum  Should  be  conducted  by  each  curriculum  chairman
to  provide  more  specific  informa,tion  on  the  respective  grad-
uates,
3.    Prospective  employer.s  should  be  provided  with  the  appropriate
salary  imf ormation  revelled  in  this  study.    This  information
could  be  used  by  employers  as  guidelines  for  employment  of
graLduates .
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---~ .----------------------------------------- I---\-`~ ---.- ` ------------.---- _____._________Curricului.A    ___~___._.o.._.,_..__
(Middle)                                                                ( IJa6t )
Year
(  I:  i,nt)
Address  ___i___________._.                                                                                                                                                                                 ai-a-duated  19`   (Stroct)                                                             (City)                                                                 (State)
Now             I  Full Time
Employed    I  Part Time
Job  Title  or                                (Nrme  °f  Emp]eye"                                                                                                                  Name  o£                (Addres"
description   ___________________________________________________________________________   Supervisor   _~________._L~ ------------.--
Salary  Range  per  week:     I  Less  than  $60     I  $60-69     I  $60-69    I  $70-79      I  $80-99      I  $100-119      I  $120-140      I  over   $140
Jobs  Held  Since  Graduation:
Name  of  Firm                                                                          Job Title or  Description                                         Period:  From-To
1.
2.
3.
1.    How did you get your first job after graduation?    I  had it before    I  with school help    I  found it yourself    I  Employment Office
I  not working yet    I went into  Service
Comments :
2.    To what extent is your present job related  to your training at this school?
I  what  I  trained  for    I  somewhat  related  to  my  training    I  not related at all
Comments:
3.    How  necessary  was  your  school  training  to  getting  and  keeping this  job?
I  required    I  very  necessary    I  helpful    I  no  help  at  all
Comments :
4.    What  subjects  or  courses  taken  at  this  school  were  mo8€  helpful  or  useful  on  your job?
1 .---- _--__________-_____________-______   2.  ______________________________________   3.  __________________ ---------.--.----.--
4.                                                                                                           '                                                           5.
Comments :
5.    What subjects  or courses  taken  at this  School  had  little  or no value to you either on the job or at home?
1 .---------------------------- __ ---- _---  2 .---- _-__________-_____--_ ------- _ -----  3 .-------.---- _ -------------------------
4.  _---_ ---- _._-_ ----- ______________-_-______._______ ----. _._    6.   _--______-_____-_..-___-____-_-_---_-_ ---- _ -.--.----.--------
Comments :
6.    Were you required to take enough courses in the following areas?
MATHEMATICS
I  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not enough
SCIENCE
I  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not  enough
Comments :
ENGLISH
I  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not  enough
LABORATORY WORK
D  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not  enough
READING
I  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not  enough
SOCIAL   STUI)IES
I  more  than  enough
I  sufficient
I  not  enough
7.    How good were the textbooks and other materials with which  you were taugbt?
I  excellent           I  fair           I  poor           I  insuflcient          I  outrdated
Comments :
i.    How good was the  shop and laboratory equipment on which you  were taught?
I  excellent           I  fair           I  poor           I  insufficient         D out.dated
Comments :
).    How  would  you  rank  the  daily  class  work  and  study  a8sigments  that you  had?
H  +,ti/i    li®hv.v              r]  about,    rj#ht              t]  forietltjms              H  +,froi emr
:,I,!!,,,1,,1'*..
0,    Without  ment,ioning  nan`es,  how  would  you  rank  the  teaching?
I  mostly  excellent           I  mostly  fair            I  occaBiomlly  poor
Comments :
B  usually  poor
SHOP  PRACTICE
I  more  than enough
I  sufficient
I  Tlot  enough
I             I  yes, Bone            i  no,  or  very  little           I  no, iiot at all
;o]IlmentB :
;ased upon your success on the job and the quality Of program you completed, would you recotrmend  this School to yotLr fri®nd8?
]  yes           I  no           I  doubtful
lo you work at a second ].ob?        I  yes        I  no
'  so,  is  this  job  related  to your  school  training?        I  yes        I  no
ommentB:
[ave  you  taken  additional  training  or  study  since  graduation?
I  at  this  school            I  at  another  school            I  in  the  plant            I  self-study
omments :
That suggestions would you make for improving this school  (teaching  practices,  materials,  equipment,  building,  administrative  prac.
iceo, or any other area) t
Appendix  8
Cover  Letter  -  First  Survey
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I+lcKORY.   NORTll    CAROLINA
TELEpl+ONE    927.9124    .   4®4.410®
It  has  always  been  the  sincere  desire  of  Ca.tawba  Valley  Technical
Institute  to  provide  the  best  education  and  job  training  that,  we  can.
Frequently,  we  get  back  repol.ts  from  employers  and  fl`om  our  graduates
that  lead  us  to  believe  we  are  doing  a  good  job.    We  would  like  to
have  your  opinion  directly  from  you.
We  made  the  enclosed  questionnaire  to  help  you  rate  the  education
you  received  at  CVTI.     Most  of  the  answers  can  be.  checked,   but  a  few
are  blanks  to  be  filled  in.    After  each  question,  there  is  a  small
space  in  which  you  can  add  statements  of  your  own,   if  you  wish.     If
there  is  not  enough  room  for  your  statements,  just  add  an  extra  sheet
and  fold  it  up  in  the  card.
Ithen  you  have  answered  the  questions,  re-f old  the  card  so  that  all
of  your  answers  e.re  on  the  inside  and  the  return  address  and  stamp
are  on  t,he  outside.    Remove  the  protective  paper  from  the  loose  end
of  the  seal  and  place  the  seal  across  the  bottom  edge  so  that  the
card  cannot  unfold,  and  then  mail  it  back  to  us.
We  a.re  looking  f orward  to  getting  your  reply  a.nd  appreciate  very
much  the  time  and  effort  you  give  to  this.
Very  truly  yours,
Robert  E.   Paap
President
nc
Enclosure
Appendix  C
Reminder
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A   REMINDER
Please  fill  out  our  questionnaire  and  mail  it  back  to  us.    We
want  to  add  your  response  to  t,hose  already  received  from  your
fellow  students.
Just  in  case  the  first  Questionnaire  form  did  not  reach  you  or
has  been  mispla.ced,   I  am  sending  another  copy.     Also,   enclosed
is  a  cop.y  of  my  letter  which  explains  why  we  are.doing  this.
As  a  loyal  graduate  of  our  institution,  I  am  counting  on  your
reply.
Appendix  D
Tabulation  Card
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Cover  Letter  -  Second  Survey
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•         try+       I        IFH
I+lcKORY,   NORTH    CAROLINA
|.PHowg   927.OIZ4   .   .a..410®
During  the  first  few  months  of  1966,  you  and  many  other  C.V.T.I.
graduates  responded  to  our  questionnaire  designed  to  help  rate
the  education  you  received  at  Catawba  Valle.y  Technical  Institute.
Your  loyalty  in  this  regard  is.  very  much  appreciated.
Almost  two  yeaLrs  have  gone  by  and  we  would  like  f ol`  you  to  again
take  just  a  few  minutes  to  respond  to  the  same  questionnaire.    We
hope  to  update  our  information  to  determine  what  continuing  value
our  training  has  been  to  you  and  to  see  if  significant  chaLnges
have  taken  place  in  the  lives  of  our  graduates.    The  information
we  receive  from  you  is  most  important  in  evaLluation  as  well  as
planning  for  t,he  future.
Most  of  the  answers  on  the  questionnaire  can  be  checked,  but  a  few
are  blanks  to  be  filled  in.    After  each  question,  there  is  a.  smaLll
space  in  which  you  can  add  statements  of  your  own,  if  you wish.
If  thel.e  is  not  enough  I.oon  for  your  statements,  just  add  an  extra
sheet  and  fold  it  up  in  the  card.
When  you  have  answered  the  questions,  re-fold  the  ca.rd  so  that  all
of  your`  answers  are  on  the  inside  and  the  return  address  and  stamp
are  on  the  outside.    Remove  the  protective  paper  from  the  loose
end  of  the  seal  and  place  t'ne  seal  across  the  bottom  edge. so  the.t
the  ca.rd  cannot  unfold,  then  mail  it  back  to  us.
We  are  looking  forward  .bo  getting  your  reply  aLnd  appreciate  very
much  the  time  and  effort  you  give  to  this.
Very  truly yours,
Robert  E.   Paap
President
REP/nca
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